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Gotta go fast *Sonic sounds* Great game if you like going fast and/or have the "repeat it until I beat it" mind. Can't even
imagine how awesome it is in VR.. Amazing fast paced future game. Really a amazing game! I loved the fast paced style of the
game, coupled with the quick thinking and reaction times needed to make it to the end The graphics are great as well. I would
highly recommend this game.. Fun and challenging game, I don't have VR, but this game is fun even without VR.. VR
implementation is incredible. Despite fast left/right movement and acceleration I didn't experience any motion sickness. Game
is fun, but if you are like me and want to see a quick Y/N on VR implementation, this can be recommended.. Fast and fun racer.
Graphics are simple but they work. Challenging without being frustrating. Played on mouse and keyboard and felt that the
controls were nice and responsive. Pretty good replay value, though it's missing that little addictive spark that keeps me coming
back to games like this. All of that said it's the kind of game where you stop playing and don't really feel the need to come back
it. It's actually a game that I wouldn't mind having on my mobile phone because of the pickup and play nature but I don't think it
really provides enough value for the price.. Amazing fast paced future game
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